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NEW QUESTION: 1
Hotspot Question
You have 200 computers that run Windows 10. The computers are
joined to Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) and
enrolled in Microsoft Intune.
You need to configure an Intune device configuration profile to
meet the following requirements:
- Prevent Microsoft Office applications from launching child
processes.
- Block users from transferring files over FTP.
Which two settings should you configure in Endpoint protection?
To answer, select the appropriate settings in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/endpoint-protection-win
dows-10

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
The two connected ports on the switch are not turning orange or
green. What would be the most effective steps to troubleshoot
this physical layer problem? (Choose three.)
A. Ensure the switch has power.
B. Ensure that cables A and B are straight-through cables.
C. Reboot all of the devices.
D. Ensure cable A is plugged into a trunk port.
E. Ensure that the Ethernet encapsulations match on the
interconnected router and switch ports.
F. Reseat all cables.
Answer: A,B,F
Explanation:
The ports on the switch are not up indicating it is a layer 1
(physical) problem so we should check cable type, power and how
they are plugged in.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. FC00-78
B. FE80::10
C. FC00::/7
D. FF00::/8
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What robots can be selected when you start a job from
Orchestrator?
Options are :
A. Any robot you have access to according to your role
permissions.
B. Any robot in the same environment as the process to be
executed.
C. Any robot provisioned in Orchestrator.
Answer: B
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